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Abstract

The stock market plays a big role in our current financial system and the fluctuations on
it are believed to depend on many different factors. One of the factors that are believed
to be correlated to the stock market are macroeconomic variables, that is, variables that
indicate the status of the economical situation. Examples of such macroeconomic vari-
ables are unemployment rate, loan interests and inflation. Earlier attempts to predict
the stock market have been made by using process demanding methods such as artifi-
cial neural network. A multilayer perceptron is a self learning system that goes under
the category of an artificial neural network. Such a network learns by being trained
on old data sets and has the capacity to identify relationships between different data.
This method has been used in earlier studies to predict the stock market with good
results. The problem statement of this report is to find the optimal training interval for
a multilayer perceptron on a day to day estimation of the Swedish OMXS30 index. The
input to the algorithm consisted of 38 parameters, which in this case was a collection
of individual companies stock prices, foreign stock indexes, macroeconomic variables,
previous and current values of the OMXS30 index. The results from the simulations
that were executed on old stock data shows that 180 to 200 days of training yielded the
best results, where eight of nine periods over seven years (2007-2014) yielded profit. The
results from the simulations during the periods with increasing index were sometimes
below the index gain, but always with a profit. During periods of index decrease the
results were sometimes with a profit and sometimes non-profit. In the case of index
decrease the result was always above the total index decrease. The conclusion is as the
results shows, that the optimal training interval is 180 to 200 days for the simulations
run in the study of this report.
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Sammanfattning

Aktiemarknaden spelar en stor roll i dagens finansiella system och fluktutionerna p̊a
börsen tros bero p̊a m̊anga orsaker. En av de saker som tros ha en koppling till börsen
är makroekonomiska variabler, dvs s̊adana variabler som indikerar hur ekonomin m̊ar.
Exempel p̊a makroekonomiska variabler är arbetslöshet, ränteniv̊aer och inflation. Andra
kopplingar som tros finnas till börsens utveckling är hur individuella aktier och utländska
börser utvecklas. Tidigare försök har gjorts att försöka förutsäga aktiemarknaden med
hjälp av beräkningskrävande metoder, t. ex. Artificiella neuron nät. En flerlagers per-
ceptron är ett självlärande system som räknas som en typ av artificiellt neuron nät.
Nätverket lär sig genom att tränas p̊a gammal data och har förm̊agan att hitta sam-
band mellan olika data. I tidigare studier har denna metod använts för att förutsäga
aktiemarknaden med goda resultat. Problemformulering i denna rapport är att ta reda
p̊a vilket det optimala träningsintervallet är för en flerlagers perceptron för att, fr̊an en
dag till en annan, förutsäga indexet p̊a Stockholmsbörsen, OMXS30. Algoritmens in-
data bestod av totalt 38 parametrar som i detta fall var en samling av enskilda företags
aktievärden, utländska börsers index, makroekonomiska variabler, tidigare värden p̊a
OMXS30 samt det nuvarande värdet p̊a börsen. Resultaten fr̊an simulationerna som
kördes p̊a gammal aktiedata visar att 180-200 dagar är det bästa träningsintervallet d̊a
åtta av nio stycken perioder över sju år (2007-2014) gick med vinst. Resultaten fr̊an
simulationerna under de perioder med stigande index blev i vissa fall under index, men
alltid med vinst. I perioder med avtagande index s̊a blev resultaten i vissa fall vinst-
givande och i andra fall inte vinstgivande, men i dessa fall alltid bättre än den totala
index nedg̊angen. Slutsatsen är som resultaten visar att 180-200 dagar är det optimala
träningsintervallet för de simulationer som gjordes i undersökningen i denna rapport.
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1 Introduction

The stock market plays a big role in our current financial system and the size of it was
in 2008 estimated to be around 36,6 trillion dollars worldwide. The stock market fluc-
tuations are thought to be correlated to the interaction of many variables and that is
what makes the analyzing of such a system so difficult[7]. Such variables are for example
thought to be individual stocks, foreign stock markets and macroeconomic variables.
Previous researches have also shown that this might be case on the swedish OMXS30
index[3][5][8]. Due to the complexity of how the stock market changes over time it can
be very hard for a human on its own to interpret all relations between these variables.
Therefore it is reasonable to suggest that a computer could do a better job in identify-
ing relationships between data since its computing power is significantly higher than a
human brain.

Attempts have been made in order to predict the stock market using various tools taking
advantage of computing power, such as support vector machines (SVM) and artificial
neural networks (ANNs)[11][12]. Both techniques are used for recognizing patterns in
data and the results from them have been somewhat contradictive in studies of exam-
ining their predictive power in stock markets. Andersen and Mikelsen [11] found that
the SVM had a better predictive power compared to the ANN while Karaa et al. [12]
wrote in their report that the results showed that the ANN had a better predictive
power. In other previous studies ANNs have yielded good results when predicting stock
markets [7][10]. ANNs adjust themselves based on data they are trained with. They
have the ability to identify relationships between input and output even though that the
relationships are very complex, this is because they are general function approximators.
ANNs are commonly used to solve problems when extracting relationships between data
is considered hard but very important. It has been proven that a multilayer perceptron
(MLP), which is a type of ANN, can approximate any continuous function[9]. Because
of the MLPs ability to find relationships in data it is expected that the algorithm have a
higher probability to successfully identify important dependencies by taking many vari-
ables into account when estimating the OMXS30 index. This report will therefore use a
MLP to estimate the OMXS30 index, taking individual stocks, foreign stock rates and
macroeconomic variables into account.

2 Problem statement

The scope of this report is to examine shorter periods of time, in this case one day
ahead on the Swedish OMXS30 index. Being able to predict the index values just one
day ahead might not seem so practical, but in reality if it was possible to choose a solid
strategy on a daily basis, then it could potentially be a winning strategy in the long run
also. This is because if it is possible to predict how the stock market will change from
day to day, it is possible to develop a strategy that manages to sell the stocks when a
decrease is predicted and buy when an increase is predicted. By using a strategy like
this, losing money can be avoided and the profit can be maximized.

This report uses a MLP network to predict the stock market with a given input of
macroeconomic variables, foreign stock indexes, individual stock indexes, past indexes
and the current index of the OMXS30. The focus will be on the time spans that are
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to be included during network training since it is not obvious what the optimal amount
of training days will be. The optimal training interval in this report is defined by the
amount of days that give good results regardless on what type of period the network is
trained on. Good results in that sense means in this report that the algorithm always
makes profit during periods of index increase and at the same time outperforms the
index decline during periods of index decline. Different periods here refer to the many
different scenarios that the OMXS30 index is subject to during the estimation.

The problem statement of this report is:
Which is the optimal training interval for a multilayer perceptron on a day to day esti-
mation of the Swedish OMXS30 index?

3 Goals and scope

The main goal for this report is to examine one method for predicting stock market
changes. This will be done specifically by implementing a MLP and study what results
it bring.

One important aspect that needs to be taken into account is that the algorithm needs
to bring good results over a wide range of stock market scenarios. This means that the
total percental loss or win should better compared to that of the index. This is because
a winning strategy needs to not only be successful over periods of average index rise,
but also stable over periods with index declines, such as during stock market crashes like
the one witnessed in 2008 and 2009. Another important goal is to look at, and take into
account, as many scenarios as possible and train the network during all those scenarios.
This should lead towards finding a good mean network setup that works well on as many
scenarios as possible as described above.

4 Background

4.1 OMXS30

OMXS30 is the index that represents the 30 largest companies on the Stockholm Stock
Exchange, where the size of each company is determined based on the volume of its
stock transactions. It is a capitalization-weighted index, meaning that percentual effect
of each company on the index is based on the total market value of that company. This of
course means that a larger company will affect the index more than a smaller company,
allowing for a more accurate index evaluation and market representation. As opposed
to this would be a price-weighted index were only the stock price would be considered
during the index calculations. Such indexes would of course be less representative in
this case since a percentual change of a smaller company could then have the same ef-
fect on the index as that of a larger company. There are certainly cases where those
indexes are useful, but they are outside the scope of this report. The index value is up-
dated every two seconds on business days and is presented in the Swedish currency SEK.

The 30 companies that are to be included within the OMXS30 index are re-evaluated
twice every year. This is done since it is required that the index is as representative
of the current market state as possible, but if it were to re-evaluate it more often than
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that you could end up with an unstable index. At the same time the index shares are
decided, meaning how much of each company that are to be represented in the index.
This is, as earlier mentioned, done by evaluating the companies’ current market value
and then dividing the index shares accordingly.[1]

Studies that have been done show that a possible correlation between the Swedish
OMXS30 index and foreign stock market indexes, such as the german DAX30 index
exist.[8]

4.2 Macroeconomic variables

When it comes to predicting a given stock index it has for a long time been believed that
certain macroeconomic variables need to be considered. A macroeconomic variable is
not necessarily related to the stock market itself, but rather important to the economy
as a whole. A few examples of such variables is unemployment rates, gross domestic
product, inflation, loan interests, oil prices and so on. These variables do not clearly
relate with individual companies represented within the stock index but might just as
well affect how people decide to place their investments. Macroeconomic variables are
thought to be indicators signaling current trends in the economy[2]. The term emerged
during the financial crisis of the 1930’s when people struggled to find an answer to their
current financial depression. It was around this time that economists started to formu-
late theories of macroeconomic variables in order to explain the phenomenon[2].

Even though the thought of macroeconomic effect on stock indexes has been around
for a long time, there are still a lot of debates of whether the two actually have a con-
nection after all. Research has been done in the area and the results have sometimes
been contradictive. Karlsson and Olsson [3] made a study that shows a rising inflation
in America will have a positive effect on the Swedish market during the same period.
Furthermore, a rising unemployment rate in America has in cases shown a decline on
the Swedish market.

Andersson et al. [5] suggest that it is very hard to interpret the results from any
given study. People might make different conclusions of the data depending on how
one chooses to represent it. There might also be a placebo effect that goes into motion
where, for example, if enough people actually believe that a rising gas price will affect
the market, then they might act thereafter and thus the market might react according
to prediction.

4.3 Artificial Neural Networks

ANNs is a type of machine learning that is built upon the idea of mimicking how the
neurons in the human brain works in a biological manner.

A key concept within the scope of ANN is supervised learning. Supervised learning
means that one is given a task and the correct answer for it, then by practising on many
examples one can learn how to solve the task and produce the right answer in the fu-
ture. This can be illustrated in such a way that the system is given the input and the
supposed output. The system will then adjust itself with respect to the outcome of the
input and the supposed output each time it is fed with a new set of inputs and outputs.
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By doing this many times the system can learn from examples. An important feature of
the algorithm is the ability to generalize, that is, being able to produce correct output
from inputs that were not encountered during training.

4.3.1 Multilayer perceptron

There are many different types of ANNs but the focus of this report will be on the MLP
which is one of the most commonly used machine learning methods. A MLP is a neural
network built up by layers, these layers are the input layer, the output layer and one or
more hidden layers, each layer consisting of one or several nodes. A node in a layer has
a connection to all other nodes in the previous and the next layer with a corresponding
weight between them, indicating how strong the connection between the two nodes are.
Each node works as a summation component that calculates the sum of all the input
signals to the node and then the sum is used as input to a transfer function. The output
from the transfer is what becomes the output of the node.

Fig 1. - llustrates the input a node with its input. The node sums up the input and then
send the sum as input to an activation function. The output from the activation

function is the output from the node.

The transfer function of a node is usually a sigmoid function and that is because
the sigmoid functions has the property to act as an activation function similar to the
activating function in the neurons in the brain. Another nice property of the sigmoid
function is that it is very easy to differentiate, which becomes important when calculating
the gradient descent of the error function which is discussed later. [4]
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Fig 2. - Illustrating a MLP with an input layer, Xi , a hidden layer Hj , and the
output layer Yp.

4.3.2 Multilayer perceptron training

A MLP is trained by adjusting the weights between the nodes in the different layers so
that in the end, the outcome of the network has a minimized error, that is, the difference
between the output and the target is as small as possible. [4]

The training of a MLP consist of three parts. The first part is called forward pass
and that is to feed the input into the network and let the network produce an output
for each layer. After that an error is calculated for each node in their respective layers
layer, this step is called the backward pass. The error in each node depends on the errors
in the previous layers which means that the computation of the error must start in the
last layer and then successively work itself back layer by layer. When the error has been
calculated the weight update is done with respect to the error that was calculated in
each node. [4]

The error can be calculated with the following function:

n∑
k=1

(tk − yk)2 (1)

where tk is the supposed output value for the output yk .

The error function gives a surface of how the error looks like with respect to the weights
and the idea of the backward pass is to use the gradient descent to find the global min-
ima for the function. The global minima for the error function is where the error is the
smallest for the network and that is what is wanted to be found. In order to do a gradi-
ent descent the gradient has to be calculated for the error function with respect to the
weights, the gradient is then followed downhill until a minima is reached. The desired
outcome of a gradient descent is to find a global minima, but for technical reasons it
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might be hard to determine whether a global or local minima was reached. [4]

A simple analogy for the gradient descent is that you could imagine a ball rolling down
a surface like in Figure 3. The ball will always roll downhill until a minima is reached,
which is where the error is small, but as mentioned above, not always the optimal. [4]

Fig 3. - Illustrates the error of a neuron with one input weight for different values on
the weight. The global minima is wanted to be found when doing the gradient descent

but for technical reasons it is easy to get stuck in a local minima.

4.4 Background summary

As mentioned above, earlier reports that have been done in economics has shown that
macroeconomic variables and foreign stock indexes are believed to be related to the
OMXS30 index[5][8]. In previous studies that used ANNs to predict the stock market,
macroeconomic variables have been taken into account[7][10] and this has also been
suggested by Caoa et al. [6] in their article. Because of a MLPs ability to be trained
to adjust to data, able to identify relationships between data in complex system and
its predicting properties the decision was made to use a MLP to estimate the OMSX30
index with macroeconomic variables, foreign stock indexes and individual stock prices
as input.

5 Limitations

In reality it should always be considered what effect the transaction costs when trading
on the market have on the final result. However, in this research it will be assumed that
this cost is zero. This assumption is probably reasonable if the amount of money in each
transaction is sufficient enough, in which case the transaction cost would be more or less
negligible. In addition to this it must also be considered that when buying stocks on the
stock market all transactions will also have impact on it. The stock market is largely
built upon the supply versus demand principle, something that will not be present when
simulating transactions on old data sets, which will be the case when the algorithm is
tested. However, if it is assumed that the transactions are always small enough com-
pared to the rest of the transactions on market, then this variable can be considered as
negligible as well. Another assumption that have been made in this report is that there
always are buyers and sellers available for the stocks when the algorithm signals to buy
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or sell.

In addition, when looking at the historical stock data for the OMXS30 index it will
be assumed that the same companies are represented in the index at all given time peri-
ods. This is something that of course is not necessarily true, but for the sake of making
the testing more straightforward this assumption will be made. In this case it turned out
that finding historical data about the companies of the OMXS30 index stretching ten
years back in time is very hard to do, which is why this decision was made. Whenever a
company is removed in favour of another one, the new company should be of the same
size and with similar characteristics, so hopefully this assumption will not affect the
results of the report.

One other key aspect that is assumed is that money can be invested on the index
value itself and not on the individual companies. All the results will be calculated based
upon the index value alone. In reality one would of course need to invest the money in
every company in the index individually with a precise percentage based on what their
percentage in the index is. This is something that would be too difficult to achieve in the
scope of a report, but still manageable if this were to be implemented on a live system.

6 Methodology

6.1 Approach of the algorithm

As mentioned in the background, macroeconomic variables together with foreign stock
indexes have shown a correlation to the OMXS30 index. Macroeconomic variables have
also been used in previous researches when using an ANN approach to predict the stock
market, as also mentioned in the background. Therefore the approach of the algorithm
in this report is to include data from various macro variables, foreign stock indexes and
individual data from stocks on the OMXS30 index. By taking many variables into ac-
count when learning it is more likely that the algorithm successfully identifies and learns
important dependencies that could be necessary when predicting the stock market.

The algorithm used in this study is a MLP using backpropagation as learning method.
The input layer consist of 38 nodes including the stock prices for all the companies within
the index, macroeconomic variables and foreign stock exchange indexes. Beyond that
it also uses OMXS30 index data from ten and five days previously. This was done in
order to avoid sudden changes in the estimation process. The network uses six hidden
nodes and one output node. An illustration of the network structure can be seen below
in figure 4.
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Fig 4. - Shows the network structure with the five different categories representing the
38 input parameters, the six hidden nodes and the output node. All the nodes in the

input layer have connections to all the nodes in the hidden layer.

The key question in this report is to find out what the optimal amount of training
days that are needed in order to bring the desired results. Because of this the algorithm
was constructed to look at nine different 50-day periods spread out over seven years
to simulate prediction in real time. These periods were chosen since they all represent
different stock market situations like high declines, low declines, high gains, low gains,
flat periods, and so on. On all these periods tests were run that approximated the 50
days and calculated the results using from ten up to 300 training days with a ten days
step interval between.

What the amount of training days actually means is how many days back in time that
should be included when training the network for every day an estimation is made. This
means that the whole network will be re-trained on every day of the whole estimation
period. This behaviour is often called a floating learning interval.

6.2 Network setup

Kimoto et al. [10] wrote in their report, regarding training the system, that the network
should be trained on a pre-defined amount of time just before the estimating period.
This is because the rules that defines the fluctuations on the market changes over time,
and are different depending on which period that is being estimated. This, together with
the fact that the time it would take to use cross validation to evaluate the error was too
overwhelming, made us exclude cross validation in this research. Instead the difference
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between the old weight change and the new weight change was used to estimate early
stopping. If this delta of the weight change was below δ (the lower limit to stop training)
for all weights, the training was stopped. By using this kind of method for stopping, it
should give an indication of when the error started to get stabilized. So, in essence this
is not the optimal way to implement an early stop, but considering the given situation
this is expected to be good enough. A maximum number of epochs were set to avoid
the algorithm running forever or taking too long should an extreme case occur.

The parameter values in the network that was used in the final tests were chosen after a
series of tests by variating the values and seeing which values generated the best results.
The method used for choosing the values was a trial and error method, going back and
forth between different values that showed potentially good results. When a smaller
set of the parameter values were to be defined, a higher value for the δ was used (10−6

to 10−8). A higher value of δ was used to prevent the algorithm from having too long
execution time. Simulations were run for the different parameter values and the values
that yielded good results were then used for further tests. At first we experimented with
the number of hidden nodes and it showed out that six to ten nodes seemed to yield the
best results, hidden nodes up to 25 were tested. This made us continue to experiment
with the learning rate, momentum and the limit at which the algorithm stop its training.
Again trial and error was used, trying lots of combinations between these values made us
finally decide for the values shown table 1. The weights in the network were initialized
to random numbers between +/- 0.2. The data sets used during the experimentation
was the same as used for the final testings, and the same periods as well.

Term Value

Learning rate 0.15

Momentum 0.8

Max number of epochs 1 000 000

Number of hidden nodes 6

Activation function Sigmoid function

Stopping value, δ 5 ∗ 10−10

Number of input nodes 38

Number of output nodes 1

Initial weight values +/- 0.2 randomly

Table 1. - Shows the values of the different parameters in the network setup that was
used to generate the results shown in the result section.

6.3 Data gathering

The data that was used as input to the algorithm was collected from a few different
places. The stock indexes and stock prices were collected from Yahoo finance and Nas-
daq (2014). The data for the macroeconomic variables were collected from the official
Swedish website for statistics and from quandl (2014).

All the collected stock data were in .csv format and for each day, every stock had
information about date, high-, low-, average- and closing price. This report only takes
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the closing price for each day into account. The collected data was not in an applicable
format for direct use in the algorithm and therefore a python script was created to parse
the raw data and construct suitable data structures for the algorithm.

The collected macroeconomic variables, except the oil price index, only had their re-
spective values given per month rather than on a daily basis so that is how they are
represented in our network. The oil price index however was available on a daily basis
and thus also used in a similar way to the stock data, that is, fed into the network for
the corresponding day that was trained or estimated. For the rest of the macroeconomic
variables tough, the previous month values was used for the training or estimation the
current day. This was due to the reason that the variables were not available until a
month later for the given days.

6.4 Method for trading

The output from the network is an estimation of the OMXS30 index for the following
day. When the algorithm decides whether to buy or sell, it compares the estimated
index of the current day with the estimated index of the next day. If the estimated
index is higher than the previous day, the algorithm decides to buy stocks for the whole
amount of money that is available, if the estimated index is lower than the previous day,
it decides to sell all the stocks that are currently owned. If there are buy indications
two or more days in a row, the algorithm does nothing and just holds on to the current
stocks, or vice versa, if there are sell indications two or more days in a row the algorithm
does nothing but wait for a buy indication.

The main feature of the algorithm that tests the results uses a theoretical analysis by
simulating a certain amount of money at day one where the estimation starts. It then
buys and sells according to simple buy/sell indications that the algorithm produces. At
day 50 it will calculate what the total result for the whole period was. 50 days was
chosen since it was a long enough period of time to give an indication of how well the
algorithm performed. In addition to this it would have been hard to find characteristic
periods for more than 50 days over the seven years, since the market fluctuates a lot
over time. In essence, it does not take into account how well the algorithm does on every
single day of the estimation, but rather on the period as a whole.

6.5 Determine Reliability

To determine the reliability of the results the network was trained and tested on old
data sets over 9 periods from 2007 to 2014. To avoid randomness in the results, that
might come from the initial weights, the algorithm took 11 independent decisions every
day regarding whether to give an sell or buy indication. These independent decisions
were made by different networks trained on the same periods. If the majority of the
decisions were sell indications, then the algorithm decided to sell all stocks owned, if no
stocks were owned, then nothing was bought. This was also applied for the opposite case
when the majority of the indications was to buy, the decision was made to buy stocks
for all the available money or just keep the stocks owned. Letting the majority of the
decisions together decide whether to buy or sell helped to avoid the results from being
influenced by randomness and thus minimizing the risk for unwanted occurrences. The
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algorithm was run one time and this concept was applied to all nine periods during the
7 year period we had data for.

6.6 How the results were measured

The results was measured in two ways, the results compared to the index change and
the actual win or loss of money during a period of prediction. The actual win or loss is
calculated in equation 2:

Moneyend −Moneystart (2)

where Moneyend is the amount of money acquired after the last day of prediction and
Moneystart is the amount of money acquired on the first day of prediction, which was
10000 SEK for every simulation executed in our report.

The results compared to the index change is calculated in equation 3:

Indexend ∗ 103

Indexstart ∗Result
(3)

where Index-end is the index is of the OMXS30 on the last day of the estimation period
and Index-start is the index of the OMXS30 on the first day of estimation of the esti-
mation period. Result is the amount of money acquired on the last day of estimation
period. This formula shows how the prediction result was compared to investing the
money on day one and then sell them on the last day of the prediction period without
doing any selling and buying during that period.

7 Results

To be able to answer the key question of this report of what the optimal amount of
training days are for our algorithm a series of tests were made. As mentioned earlier
these tests consisted of running the algorithm on nine different time periods with different
characteristics. On these periods, the estimation results were calculated on 30 different
learning scenarios, from 10 days all the way up to 300 days. After this, the results were
plotted as you can see in figure 5 to 9. There is one plotted line for each period. The
difference between the algorithmic results and the actual index change over the different
50-day periods can be observed in figure 8 and 9.
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Fig 5. - Results for all nine periods and training intervals. The x-axis represents the
number of training days and the y-axis represents the total profit, or loss, in SEK that
the algorithm would have generated if 10 000 SEK had been invested on the index at
day one of the 50-day estimation period. All values above 10 000 (highlighted with a

green line) are considered a profit.

Fig 6. - Results for seven periods and training intervals with the purple and blue
periods removed. The x-axis represents the number of training days and the y-axis

represents the total profit, or loss, in SEK that the algorithm would have generated if
10 000 SEK had been invested on the index at day one of the 50-day estimation period.

All values above 10 000 (highlighted with a green line) are considered a profit.
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Fig 7. - Outlines for the highest and lowest periods for all training intervals traced.
Area in between is highlighted to emphasize the results. All seven periods are making
profit for 180 and 190 training days. The green line represent the break even point.

Fig 8, 9. - These figures shows the algorithmic results compared to the index change.
The blue and purple lines highlights the results for the deviating lines. A result of 1

(highlighted with a green line) means that the result was equal to that of the index, and
anything above 1 means that the result outperformed the index.
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Fig 10. - This figure shows the mean algorithmic results with all nine periods taken into
account. The green line represents the break-even point.

8 Analysis

To analyse these results lets first take a look at figure 5. In this plot all the different
lines represent the results for the nine different time periods that was mentioned earlier
in this report. In order to get a break-even result it requires us to be at the 1 ∗ 104

mark. What is desired at this point to achieve is to find the amount of training days
that brings all periods above this break-even point. At first glance this plot might seem
difficult to extract good results from since at no point does all lines go above 1 at the
same time. However to understand the results better we must take a closer look at the
time periods themselves. The blue and purple lines are the two lines that appears to
deviate a lot and to simplify things, we will remove them temporarily from the equation
and get back to them later on in the analysis.

Now, with the blue and purple lines removed we arrive with a result that is displayed
in figure 6 and 7, where it is more clear what is happening. It looks as if with 180 and
190 training days we make a small profit between one and six percent on all the seven
remaining periods. Not only that, during this time, the fluctuation of the results are
much less compared to that of the other periods, something that figure 7 emphazises.
So at this point it looks as if 180 or 190 training days will be the best decision if a loss
should be avoided.

Lets now go back to the blue and purple lines in figure 5 and take a closer look at
what they really represent. Starting out with the blue line and looking at the time
period in for it shows that this was a 50-day period with a total index decline of 15,9
percent. Not only that, it was a period of fairly even decline over the whole period.
Knowing this, it is not very surprising that the algorithm had a eight to nine percent
loss over this time, which still, compared to an index decline of 15,9 percent, is quite
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acceptable. This phenomenon is displayed in figure 8 and 9, where we clearly can see
that the result was five to six percent above the result that would have occurred if money
instead had been invested on the index during this period.

Looking at the purple line this time in figure 5 we see similar reasons for the devia-
tion. As opposite to the other example, this period had a total index increase of 17,1
percent. The algorithmic results during this period showed profits between seven and
ten percent. But since the index change was 17,7 percent we still got results 10 to 15
percent below index, which will give slightly misleading results considering that a good
profit was still made. So, lets look why the algorithm performs so much worse compared
to the index during periods of great increase. This is hard to analyse, but one reason
might be that these sudden increases are due to changes in the market that can not be
represented in training situations, changes that have nothing to do with the parameters
this algorithm takes into account while estimating.

Lastly, lets look at the plot in figure 10. This plot represents the mean value of all
nine different periods combined. This clearly shows that the estimation results are the
most stable between 160 and 240 days. This further supports the conclusion that we are
within the optimal interval, since at all other points is the mean value unstable.

One of our main requirements in this report for the algorithmic trading method tested
was to make sure that it works well on many different stock market scenarios. If we
consider that requirement then these results are very successful. To summarize the anal-
ysis of the results we can see that the algorithm and stock trading method examined in
this report always seem to bring a profit during 50-day periods of total index increase,
while at the same time always outperform the index of periods of total index declines. It
would not be reasonable to expect a profit from the stock market during great declines,
but as long as we can minimize the loss then this could be a usable trading approach.

9 Discussion

In hindsight, there are a few things that struck us as interesting in the results gathered
from our tests. The problem statement was to find an answer to how many training
days that were the optimal for our algorithm. If we only want to give a good answer to
that question, then the results are promising. At the 190 day point all but one of our
estimation periods yielded a positive result. On all other training intervals the results
were unstable indicating that 190 days should be close to the optimal value. Having said
all this, in a stock trading point of view, meaning a view where a maximum profit is
always desired, the results may not look very remarkable at first glance. In stock trading
the aim is always to maximize the profit and minimize the losses. Our algorithm yielded
a mean profit between 2 to 3 percent for all nine estimation periods which does not seem
like a lot. However, since that mean profit was calculated for 50 days then that would
in turn correspond to a mean profit of between 16 to 24 percent over a full year, which
is a significant result. This has the potential to yield a far better return than many
other common means of investing money, such as savings accounts, indicating that this
algorithm could be useful in reality. This of course is all provided that these profit rates
actually are stable in the long run, since in the real world people are not only looking for
high profit potentials, but also for good safety. Safety and stability is always something
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that is hard to determine.

No matter how good the results were, we were still wondering why the algorithm did
not outperform the index on all possible scenarios. It is of course hard to say why our
results were not more remarkable in that sense, so to examine this in more detail we
decided to run additional tests. These tests showed that the best results were not always
achieved when training the network using a floating learning interval. Apart from the
fact that re-training the network every day takes a lot of time it might also not provide
all the needed scenarios. In order for a network to perform well on new data it needs to
have seen some similar scenarios before which is why they should be represented within
the training patterns. This is purely a speculation from our side, but as an example lets
say that all the 190 previous days showed a rise in the index, then the network might be
prone to just continue to predict a rise. This is not good since sooner or later the index
will start to go the other way resulting in a network that will make bad decisions.

In addition, we noticed that a network that is trained on a period with a lot of in-
dex declines tends to perform better than vice versa. This is also something that is hard
to explain, but a network that has learned to spot declines might be more skeptical of
small increases than a network that has not seen the same kinds of scenarios. This could
then help to make the network predictions more stable. So this brings us to the question
of whether it is a good idea to have a floating learning interval at all. Kimoto et al. [10]
wrote that a so called moving simulation is needed for prediction of an economic system
since the prediction rules are constantly changing and thus the learning must follow this
as well. This is of course a valid point, but the question here is whether that point is
more important than having a well trained network to begin with. Even more, there is a
possibility that a floating simulation could make the day to day predictions obstruct the
estimations of the previous days and thus inhibiting it from making uniform decisions.
Whenever a sudden change happened on the stock market it often took a little while
before the algorithm recovered from this and started to make the correct decisions, most
often no more than one or two days. Every time you re-train a network you set up new
rules and new criterias so the network decisions will naturally differ. If the networks are
different enough then they can have a hard time agreeing with each other. Because of
this we decided to test this new theory on a few scenarios where we trained the network
during the stock crash of 2008 and then used that same network on several other periods.
For such a limited test the results were promising with some great results over different
periods. This is something that could be an interesting research topic to follow up on
this report with.

10 Conclusion

The results in our report showed that 180 to 200 training days yielded the best results
when just taking the actual profit into consideration. 160 to 220 days yielded the best
overall mean value. 180 to 200 days of training shows that eight of nine periods had a
profit after 50 days of prediction. Some of the periods had higher index gain than profit
gain in our simulations, measured in percent. During periods of index increase the results
show that this method might not be optimal since the index grow more than the profit
from the simulations. However during periods of index decrease the simulations showed
a lower decrease or even a small profit compared to the total index decrease. This shows
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that during periods of index decrease it outperforms the market in our simulations. On
the other hand, in the case of index gain, the strategy seems to be solid.
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